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One might not expect the creator of these extraordinary 
stories to have had an ordinary background ...

The child of Dutch-American parents, Gustave Verbeck 
was born in Nagasaki in 1867 and brought up there and 
in other parts of Japan where his father Guido was 
a missionary-educator and finally head of the college 
which later became part of Tokyo University.

Gustave’s early artistic training was in Japan where he 
would have studied brush drawing, amongst other things. 
His education continued in California and then in Paris, 
during which time he contributed cartoons to several 
French newspapers. On his return to America he began 
to spell his name Verbeek, rather than Verbeck as earlier. 
Allegedly an immigration official misread the correct 
version, and once it had been formally recorded wrongly, 
it was thought easier to continue to use the new form.

He first came to the attention of a wider public when he 
began his series of strip-cartoons each Sunday in the 
New York Herald. In all he produced sixty-four of these 
between mid-October 1903 and mid-January 1905 to 
the delight and amazement of children and adults.
His improbable explanation is that they were the result 
of a compromise: he said that he needed twelve panels 
to tell a good story, but the editor had space for only six.



Nobody knows quite how these unique creations were 
executed. Experts agree that it is extremely difficult to 
contrive even one detailed picture which depicts some
thing quite different when up-turned. To produce six 
which in sequence illustrate one half of a story, and 
then the other half when up-turned, is therefore quite 
remarkable. And of course Verbeek’s achievement is 
made even more astonishing by its being performed 
every week for sixty-four weeks, each time to a deadline.
Expressing the feelings of many, the mathematician 
Martin Gardener said that he could not understand how 
Verbeek could have failed to be driven mad by the task, 
and the worst must have been feared when the strips 
suddenly ceased without any explanation from the pub
lisher. However all was well, and Verbeek continued to 
work as both a cartoonist and a more serious artist for 
many years. He died in 1937.
Late in 1905 a short-run book was produced reprinting 
twenty-five of the stories, this time in colour. It has 
been suggested that this was possibly the very first 
‘annual’ since picture-strips themselves had become 
popular only a few years earlier. It is from that book 
(and perhaps the only remaining copy of it) that our 
four tales here are reproduced in their original colour 
for the first time.
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In 1904 Gustave Verbeek created a unique 
picture-strip series for the New York Herald 
which for sixty-five consecutive Sundays 
fascinated both children and adults.
Each story consisted of six captioned pictures. 
The first half was read looking at the pictures in 
the normal way, the second half by turning the 
page upside down and reading a new set 
of captions illustrated by the same drawings 
which now showed something different.
Here we have four of these tales, reproduced 
from the coloured version of 1905 in which they 
appeared in what was possibly in effect the first- 
ever ‘annual’.

The Mermaid and the Floating Mine 
The Bad Boy and the Stone 

At the House of the Writing Pig 
The Goose that Laid a Golden Egg
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